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DEMONOLOGY
***
LECTURE BY MONCURE D. CONWAY -DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN DEMONS AND DEVILS – THE CONCEPTION OF A SPIRIT OF PURE MALIGNITY —DEMON’S THE
PERSONIFICATION OF MEN’S EARTHLY NECESSITIES AND OF
WARRING ELEMENTS – DEMONS OF HUNGER, OF TEMPEST,
OF FLAME AND COLD – SUPERSTITIONS LINGERING AT THE
PRESENT DAY – WITCHCRAFT – FAIRIES – THE IDEA OF SATAN IN THE MIDDLE AGES-- MEPHESTOPHELES.
Moncure D.Conway delivered his lecture entitled “Demonology” in the
Masonic Temple last evening. The hall was well filled with a cultured
audience. Close attention was paid to the lecturer, and the curious and
amusing features of his subject were greeted with smiles and applause
as they were presented. The lecture was illuminated by outline crayon
drawings. Among the figures represented were those of Beelzebub,
“the Devil of Japan” and Lalith. Mr Convay spoke rather slowly and
without much gestures. He will give a lecture this evening in the same
place on “St. George and the Dragon; or, Ancient Fable and English
THE LECTURE

***

The above description appeared on page two of the December 11, 1875 edition of the New York
Tribune. 1875 was the first year that the Tribune published an index. There were 85 entries listed
under ‘Lectures.’ Unfortunately, the previous 34 years of publication seem never to have been indexed and apart from a few examples of random editions held in the manuscript rooms of various
libraries around New York the only access to those years seems to be through the scratchy dimly
lit images available on microfilm.

I began my search of the pages of the New York Tribune on a mission to discover the source of
some of the manifestations of possession we know so well – banging furniture, floating bodies,
ectoplasm projections covering the glass plates of ghost-photographs and presumably the walls
of the medium’s chamber, glossolalia (speaking an unknown language), xenoglossy (speaking
in a language unknown to the speaker) and of course, the occasional 180 degree turning of the
head. As it turns out, the Tribune’s founding editor Horace Greeley, was not only committed to
social reform, a founder of what was at the time a progressive political party and a champion of
industrial labor interests (both Marx and Engels were correspondents for the Tribune). He was
also a major factor in the rise of a movement to which as the Times reported in April of 1868:

I’ll leave it to the reader to imagine how this account proceeds. By November of 1849 the
sisters were giving public lectures at Rochester’s Corinthean Hall and in early June of 1850
they had made their much-anticipated way to New York City where on the night of June 4th
Greeley attended one of their first performances in a room at the Barnum hotel. A first hand
account of the events of that evening appeared in the center of the front page of the Tribune the
next day.

Thanks to Greeley the Fox sisters and Spiritualism or Spiritism gained instant mass appeal. It
cannot be forgotten that these remarkable events took place at the Barnum Hotel and that when
demand became too great for the intimacy of hotel rooms the sisters quickly found themselves
back on the stages of the lecture circuit with P.T. doing much of the booking. However, mediums and Spiritualism were not taken simply as amusement rather for many they became
intimately tied to the need for radical change including the abolition of slavery and the extension of women’s rights. What made Spiritualism so appealing was its ability to literally transcend differences of race, gender, and religion along with time, space and mortality. That this
ability was most often manifest in women further served to establish a sphere neither private
nor entirely public, in which they had privileged, unique and professional access. So while
Marx was struggling to turn the relationship of spirit and matter on its head in Europe, it seems
that many American reformers aided by his own editor were flirting with Spirits whose mani-

festations would in a little more than century’s time become the template for our time’s most
famous cinematic head turner.
Though the Fox sisters would ultimately confess to an uncanny ability to crack their toes at
great volume, their performances seem to foreshadow two familiar phenomena, technological media that carry the voices and images of the dead and forms of entertainment dependant
on contact with unknown worlds, whether on other planes or other planets. Edison famously
advertised both the phonograph and motion pictures as means of raising the dead. Already in
1854 a ‘Soul-bending Telegraph’ had been proposed. This ‘telegraph’ was in essence a broadcast system to be deployed through the construction of giant psychic antennae. This time the
Tribune reacted with a bit more caution.

It was my father’s semiannual duty to change the lock on the door barring access to the attic
only to find it broken again and again. This was not the result of demons struggling to be released; they surely have more spectacular ways of making their presence known than breaking
padlocks. Rather, breaking-and-entering the site of a ritual that had taken place miles away had
itself become a ritual for each year’s incoming students.

